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Stainless steel body

- Mechanically very robust
- Extremely lightweight
- Fast, safe and easy fluorescent tube
 change
- Anti-light pollution flat glass
- Multi-voltage double channel
 electronic reactor
- Zones 1, 2, 21, 22

G13 bi-pin

lamp holder

Closing clips in stainless steel

Silicone gasket andtempered glass

VIXLU

Cable gland and plugs
in nickel-plated brass
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Increased safety lighting fixtures VIXLU for series bi-pin fluorescent tubes feature an IP66 fixture with an AISI 304 stainless
steel (AISI 316L on request) body and a tempered shock- and high temperature-resistant glass diffuser. This construction
method makes them ideal for applications where greater protection is needed against chemically aggressive substances 
or where there is an elevated risk of accidental physical damage such as in certain areas of the chemical or pharmaceuti-
cal industries. They are also ideal for use in paint booths or even more specifically for use in areas where specialised elec-
tronic components are made for the aerospace industry. They are recommended for use in highly corrosive environments 
and in areas where water and dust are present or where there are severe variations in climate. Fluorescent tubes that 
reach the end of their working lives are monitored and turned off by the EOL (End of Life) safety system in compliance 
with EN 60079-7. If one of the two tubes stops working, the double channel multi-voltage electronic ballast allows the 
other to continue working independently. The lighting fixture is closed with 6 clips for the 18W version and 8 clips for 
the 36W. The clips keep the protective glass hooked to the body of the lighting fixture, making maintenance easier and 
speeding up fluorescent tube replacement.

Application sectors:
Chemical

and petro-
chemical
plants

Onshore
plants

Offshore
plants

Aeroplane
hangars

Low
temperatures

Oil
refineries

Anti-light
pollution

Naval
installations

VIXLU series... Lighting fixtures for fluorescent tubes stainless steel/glass series

CERTIFICATION DATA

Classification:  Group II Category 2GD

Installation: EN 60079.14 zone 1 - zone 2 (Gas) zone 21 - zone 22 (Dust)

Marking:  II 2GD - Ex e mb IIC T4 Gb - Ex tb IIIC T70°C Db IP66

Certification: ATEX        CESI 15 ATEX 037

IEC Ex      IECEx CES 15.0019 All IEC Ex and TR CU certification data can be
downloaded at www.cortemgroup.com

TR CU AVAILABLE

Standards:

CENELEC EN60079-0: 2012, EN60079-7: 2007, EN60079-31: 2014, EN60079-18: 2009 
and EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE 2014/34/UE.
IEC 60079-0: 2011, IEC 60079-18: 2009, IEC 60079-31: 2013, IEC 60079-7: 2006-07
European Directive 2006/95 Low voltage
European Directive 2004/108 Electromagnetic compatibility
European Directive 2003/108 WEEE
European Directive 2011/64 RoHS

 Temperature class:   135°C (T4)

 Ambient temperature: -40°C +55°C

Degree of protection: IP66
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VIXLU series... Lighting fixtures for fluorescent tubes stainless steel/glass series

Body:  AISI 304 stainless steel
Diffuser:  Shock and high temperature resistant tempered glass
Lighting fixture
hinge mechanism:  Stainless steel clips
Hinge:  Stainless steel and polyamides secured to the glass and light body
Gasket:  Acid/hydrocarbon resistant silicone
Stainless steel internal
frame/reflector:  Painted white steel
Bolts and screws:  Stainless steel
Ground screw:  Stainless steel
Entries:  3 Ø20.5 entries. Lighting fixture complete with kit containing 2 PLG1IB model plugs and 1
  NAV20SIB model cable gland in nickel-plated brass for non-armoured cables.
Mounting:  2 M8 threaded holes

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

ORIGINAL PRODUCT

Lamp holder:  Non-sparking and multi-voltage G13 bi-pin
Ballast:  Double channel electronic with EOL protection
Rated voltage:  110/240 V AC/DC
Rated frequency:  50/60 Hz
Connection:  Directly to the L, N, Pe terminal block 4mm2 cross-section, terminal block with jumper  
 suitable for input-output
Power factor:  0.96
Wiring:  Silicone rubber cables with glass braid protection against high temperatures

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

2 pin Ø26 fluorescent tubes model T8
Reflector in extra-shiny aluminium to increase luminous output
Installation mounting brackets
Stainless steel cable gland NAV20SIS for non-armoured cables or NEV20SIS for armoured cables
Body in AISI 316L stainless steel painted RAL 9016 for installations in marine or naval environments (order code VIXLU-236MP)
Body in AISI 316L stainless steel for installations in marine environments (order code VIXLU-236M)

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE / SPECIAL REQUESTS

Lighting fixtures for marine environments A1

VIXLU-118M..  430

VIXLU-136M.. 950

VIXLU-218M.. 430

VIXLU-236M.. 950
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Tabella di selezione serie VIXLU...

VIXLU LIGHTING FIXTURE IN DETAIL

Code 
Dimensions mm

Type of reactor
Lamp

n°
Supply Watt

Weight
kg 

mmA B C D

VIXLU-118 480 690 198 100 double channel electronic 1 110/240V 50/60Hz 18 3,9 750x220x150

VIXLU-218 480 690 198 100 double channel electronic 2 110/240V 50/60Hz 18 4,0 750x220x150

VIXLU-136 1090 1300 198 100 double channel electronic 1 110/240V 50/60Hz 36 6,3 1355x220x150

VIXLU-236 1090 1300 198 100 double channel electronic 2 110/240V 50/60Hz 36 6,5 1355x220x150

DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS

Fixture access

Speed - The fixture does not need to be disas-
sembled to access the connection terminal block. 
Thanks to the removable frame system on which 
the fluorescent tubes are housed, in fact, you can 
directly access the inside of the lighting fixture ex-
tremely easily, simplifying any operator mainte-
nance activities.

Opening/closing system

Protection - The lighting fixture is closed by 6 clips
for the 18W version and 8 clips for the 36W. The
clips keep the protective glass hooked to the body 
of the lighting fixture, making maintenance easier 
and speeding up fluorescent tube replacement.

Materials

Duration - The body made entirely in AISI 304 
stainless steel ensures high resistance to corrosion
and duration over time in very harsh conditions. 
Also available in AISI 316L stainless steel or AISI 
316L painted on request. Shock- and high tempe-
rature-resistant tempered glass.
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VIXLU series extra accessories and spare parts...

ILLUSTRATION DESCRIPTION MODEL FEATURES CODE KEY

G13 coupling
tri-phosphor

fluorescent tubes
3.000K

18 W 1350 lm (FD18W) LAMPL18W21

SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

36 W 3350 lm (FD36W) LAMPL36W21

Tige Length:
250 mm

Material:
stainless steel

BRF8MIN/250
SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

Eyebolt Material:
galvanised steel

GOF-8
SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

U-type bracket
complete with

hardware

Material
bracket: galvanised 

steel screws: stainless 
steel

G-0609
SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

V-type bracket
complete with

hardware

Material
bracket: galvanised 

steel screws: stainless 
steel

G-0610
SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

D-type bracket
complete with

hardware

Material
bracket: galvanised 

steel screws: stainless 
steel

G-0611
SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

P-type bracket Material:
galvanised steel

G-0480
SPARE PART

ACCESSORY
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VIXLU series extra accessories and spare parts...

ILLUSTRATION DESCRIPTION MODEL FEATURES CODE KEY

Extra-shiny reflector

18 W

Material:
aluminium

PC053960

SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

36 W PC053961

Transparent cover
complete with hooks

18 W

Material:
tempered glass

PC054280

SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

36 W PC054281

IDouble channel
multi-voltage

electronic reactor

1 x 18 W
2 x 18 W
1 x 36 W
2 x 36 W

110/240 V
50/60 Hz

EBV-1
SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

Bi-pin lamp holder G13 320 V - 2 A G-0598 SPARE PART

ACCESSORY

Cable gland ISO M20 std. range cavo 6,5÷14 NAV20IB SPARE PART

ACCESSORY
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VIXLU series... Lighting fixtures for fluorescent tubes stainless steel/glass series

“D” TYPE corner
assembly at 45°

“O” TYPE suspended
assembly with eyebolt

“U” TYPE low model ceiling
assembly

Assembly with 1.1/2”
metal clamps “P” TYPE

“V” TYPE high model
ceiling assembly

Standard pole assembly

P-type clamp

ø1.1/2” tube

In-out connections can be made on one or both sides of the light body for quick,
low-cost installation

Assembly with Tige
M8 x 250mm

Note: check the fixing distances according to the chosen model



VIXLU-118 VIXLU-218

VIXLU-136 VIXLU-236
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Photometric diagrams

The lighting files are available at www.cortemgroup.com for designs and simulations
of 2D-3D lighting levels, renderings and ray-tracing.

= plane 90270

= plane 0180

Example of lighting study made with lighting fixtures for VIXLU-236 fluorescent tubes


